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Abstract

A three-day precipitation event was simulated using Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model coupled with a Spectral

Bin Microphysical (SBM) scheme. On January 6th, a synoptic frontal system passed through NYS, and was followed by a lake

effect event that lasted to January 8th, 2014. With a focus of aerosol indirect effect over the complex terrain of NYS, three

sensitivity studies on this event were conducted: 1) a Control Case with background aerosol of low concentration, 2) an IN Case

with doubled ice nuclei (IN) concentration, and 3) a CCN Case with tripled cloud condensate nuclei (CCN) number than the

Control Case. In the frontal system, the ice-to-liquid partition within the cloud and in the surface precipitation was strongly

affected by extra INs and CCNs. For the lake effect event with a much colder atmosphere, extra IN had large impact on the

cloud by forming more ice crystals directly over the lake and invigorating the vertical motion within the lake effect cloud band,

resulting in taller and narrower cloud band as well as increased precipitation over the downwind Tug Hill. Whereas the more

numerous small cloud droplets and lower rimming efficiency associated with extra CCNs buffered the increased ice collection

rate, resulting in a similar convection intensity and surface precipitation to the Control Case.
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Key points:  

 Numerical simulations showed that the properties of winter lake effect cloud 

systems were strongly affected by aerosol. 

 Ice nuclei had large impact on the lake effect cloud band by forming more ice 

crystals directly over the lake and invigorating the vertical motion. 

 More numerous small cloud droplets and lower rimming efficiency with 

extra cloud condensation nuclei buffered increased ice collection rate. 

 

Abstract: A three-day precipitation event was simulated using Weather Research and 

Forecasting (WRF) model coupled with a Spectral Bin Microphysical (SBM) scheme. 

On January 6th, a synoptic frontal system passed through NYS, and was followed by 

a lake effect event that lasted to January 8th, 2014. With a focus of aerosol indirect 

effect over the complex terrain of NYS, three sensitivity studies on this event were 

conducted: 1) a Control Case with background aerosol of low concentration, 2) an IN 

Case with doubled ice nuclei (IN) concentration, and 3) a CCN Case with tripled 

cloud condensate nuclei (CCN) number than the Control Case. In the frontal system, 

the ice-to-liquid partition within the cloud and in the surface precipitation was 

strongly affected by extra INs and CCNs. For the lake effect event with a much colder 

atmosphere, extra IN had large impact on the cloud by forming more ice crystals 

directly over the lake and invigorating the vertical motion within the lake effect cloud 

band, resulting in taller and narrower cloud band as well as increased precipitation 

over the downwind Tug Hill. Whereas the more numerous small cloud droplets and 

lower rimming efficiency associated with extra CCNs buffered the increased ice 

collection rate, resulting in a similar convection intensity and surface precipitation to 

the Control Case. 

 

Key words: aerosol-cloud interaction, lake effect, winter storm, cloud microphysics 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Aerosols affect cloud formation, morphology and lifetime, as well as precipitation 

intensity and distribution (e.g., Yuan et al. 2011a; Koren et al. 2012; Thompson and 

Eidhammer 2014), changing the radiation balance of earth (Liou et al. 1989; Albrecht 

1989; Pincus and Baker 1994). The aerosol indirect effects on cloud and precipitation 

generally start with aerosol acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and/or ice 

nuclei (IN). For warm clouds that only contain liquid particles, high CCN 

concentration results in more numerous small droplets, increased cloud albedo and 

solar radiation reflection (Towmey 1977, Warren et al. 1988), cloud lifetime, 

cloudiness (Albrecht 1989), and suppressed warm rain (Rosenfeld 1999).  

Consisting of hydrometers in both liquid and ice phase, mixed-phase clouds are 
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formed and maintained though more complicated macro- and micro-physical 

processes. Those processes are not yet completely understood theoretically and hard 

to fully represent in numerical models (Korolev et al. 2017). Particularly, the partition 

and competition between water vapor, liquid and ice water within mixed-phase clouds 

affects precipitation formation and cloud lifetime (Tremblay et al. 1996; Jiang et al. 

2000; Korolev et al. 2003; Fan et al. 2017). Similar to warm clouds, CCN effects on 

mixed-phase clouds include decreased drop size (Khain et al. 2007) and increased 

liquid water content (Fan et al. 2012a) and both observation and modeling studies 

show suppressed precipitation with extra CCN (Rosenfeld 2000; Rosenfeld and 

Woodley 2000; Givati and Rosenfeld 2004; Jirak and Cotton 2006; Borys et al. 2000, 

2003). For deep convective clouds (DCCs), CCN was shown to invigoration of the 

cloud by both modeling (e.g., Khain et al. 2003, 2004, 2005; Wang 2005; Lynn et al. 

2005a; Teller and Levin 2006; van den Heever et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2008) and 

observation evidences (Koren et al. 2005). And it was reported that this invigoration 

effect could lead to increased surface precipitation (e.g., Ohashi and Kida 2002; 

Shepherd and Burian 2003; Wang 2005; Lynn et al. 2005a, b; Khain et al. 2004, 2005; 

Lynn et al. 2007; Tao et al. 2007). Previous studies also showed that the significance 

of CCN effect on convective clouds and resulted precipitation was affected by other 

environmental factors such as relative humidity, static stability and wind shear (e.g. 

Matsui et al. 2004; Khain et al. 2004, 2005, 2008, 2009; Lynn et al. 2007; Tao et al. 

2007; Fan et al. 2009, 2012b).  

IN enhances the heterogeneous ice formation processes in mixed-phase clouds. As a 

result, increased latent heat release will enhance the updraft, which carries liquid 

particles to higher altitude and in turn support homogeneous freezing and particle 

growth. This positive loop will lead to glaciation of clouds and increased surface 

precipitation (van den Heever et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2015). IN also results in changes 

in cloud morphology. Model simulation and satellite observations have shown that for 

DCCs, IN resulted in increased anvil coverage, cloud top temperature and stratiform 

precipitation (Ekman et al. 2007; Min et al. 2009; Li and Min 2010; Gibbons et al. 

2018). However, Fan et al. (2017) showed that extra IN could either enhance or 

prohibit surface precipitation, depending on the IN, CCN concentration and cloud top 

temperature. Overall, it is very hard to find “climatically meaningful relationships” 

(Stevens and Feingold 2009) when it comes to how aerosol concentration affects 

precipitation systematically in the real atmosphere.  

New York, the only state in the United States bordering both the Great Lakes (Erie 

and Ontario) and the Atlantic Ocean, features three dominant valley systems (Hudson-

Champlain, Mohawk, and St. Lawrence), and two major elevated but geologically 

distinct regions: the Catskill Plateau (reaching up to 1100 m) in the southeast and to 

the north the Adirondack Mountains (maximum elevation 1629 m). Channeling 

within the three river valleys can extend upwards of 500 km (Freedman and 

Fitzjarrald 2017) and produce or exacerbate extreme and damaging winds (including 

tornadoes, LaPenta et al. 2005). Cold air pooling within the larger valleys and smaller, 

elevated valleys, presents difficulties in forecasting surface temperatures, fog 

appearance (Fitzjarrald and Lala 1989), air quality, and precipitation phase during 

snow/ice events. Lake Erie and Lake Ontario substantially influence local and 

regional weather and climate, presenting challenges for forecasters including lake 

effect snow events (Kristovich et al. 2018) and lake breeze-induced thunderstorms 

(Workoff et al. 2012), the contiguity features of which affect the weather and climate 

on multiple scales (Orlanski 1975; Fujita 1986).  
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Lake-, sea-, and ocean-effect events have been long recognized for bringing intense 

and highly localized precipitation. Such events are observed and studied by the sea 

located at a range of latitude (Walter 1980) and several lakes in the North America, 

including Lake Champlain (Laird et al. 2009), Great Salt Lake (Alcott and Steenburgh 

2013), and the Great Lakes (e.g. Jiusto and Kaplan 1972; Niziol 1987; Kristovich and 

Steve 1995; Veals and Steenburgh 2015). For New York State (NYS), over the period 

of 1998 to 2018, NWS has recorded in average 10 lake effect events and over 100 

inch snow accumulation over the down-wind snow belt regions of Lake Ontario and 

Lake Erie per year. Those frequent and intense snow events, with high records of 30.5 

cm  in 1 h (Burt 2007), would adversely impact local transportation, commerce, and 

property (Norton and Bolsenga 1993; Schmidlin 1993; Kunkel et al. 2002). Accurate 

predictions of lake effect events are of vital importance for weather forecasters. 

However, the morphology of a lake effect cloud band and its precipitation field are 

sensitive to surface and small scale features (Saslo and Greybush 2017), such as lake 

ice cover (Cordeira and Laird 2008; Gerbush et al. 2008) and complex terrain (Onton 

and Steenburgh 2001; Alcott and Steenburgh 2013). Improved understanding of lake 

effect events is necessary to diminish the uncertainty in precipitation forecasts.  

Lake effect events happen when the temperature difference between lake surface and 

850 mb air is larger than 13 K and the air travels over the lake surface for at least 

100 km. The water vapor and energy released from the lake into the cold air will 

support the formation of a narrow cloud band over the lake, coupled with strong 

convection within the cloud band and a surface convergence zone. Recently, the 

Ontario Winter Lake-effect Systems (OWLeS) project was conducted over a 2-month 

period from December 2013 to January 2014 (Kristovich et al. 2017). Main focus of 

this field campaign was on the dynamics perspective of the lake band formation and 

precipitation. Steenburgh and Campbell (2017) pointed out that the differential 

surface roughness between lake and surrounding land contributed to the surface 

convergence, which then squeezed the temperature contours together, resulting in 

kinetic and diabatic frontogenesis accordingly which would promote the development 

of lake breeze front (LBF, a cold-warm air boundary) along the lake and therefore 

intensify the lake band. Apart from the frontogenesis that sustained the circulation at 

near surface, the latent heat release within the cloud band enhanced the vertical 

motion especially over the higher altitude, supporting the organization of a deep, 

narrow and intense cloud band (Bergmaier et al. 2017). The precipitation maximum 

over Tug Hill during lake effect storms has been another focus of previous studies. 

Apart form the six potential mechanisms summarized by Minder et al. (2015), 

Campbell and Steenburgh (2017) showed that a LBF along the southeast shore bulge 

of Lake Ontario would enhance the snow deposition and contribute to the 

precipitation maximum. Removal of Tug Hill led to increased sublimation rate and 

decreased deposition and accretion growth rate of hydrometers. However, coupled 

with the effect of complex terrain and diverse aerosol, the microphysics processes in 

lake effect cloud band formation and precipitation remain unclear and require further 

investigation.  

From the pollution and aerosol source perspective, NYS is located in the outflow 

regions of major anthropogenic emissions from the Ohio River Valley Region, one of 

the major areas for coal-fired power generation of the United States. Part of NYS is in 

the middle of the Northeast Metropolitan Corridor, a very dense urban region that 

generates large quantities of anthropogenic emissions. Significant biogenic emissions 

of volatile organic carbons (VOCs) also exist in NYS, which show apparent seasonal 
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variations. NYS is further subject to the influence of relatively clean air masses from 

the southeast (ocean) and from the northern sectors (Canada). Polissar and Hopke 

(2001) analyzed 7-year PM2.5 composition data and showed that in the Northeast, 

except for sulfur, anthropogenic species associated with wood burning, coal and oil 

combustion had higher value during the winter months. The significant spatial and 

temporal variability of aerosol supports that NYS is a good place to study its life cycle, 

interactions of anthropogenic-biogenic emissions, as well as effects of aerosol-cloud-

precipitation interactions for weather systems occurring over complex terrains and 

influenced by mega-cities.  

Several studies examined the effect of aerosol on orographic precipitation. Analysis of 

50 years of rain gauge measurement showed suppressed precipitation in elevated sites 

that are located downwind of urban areas, along the urbanization and industrialization 

in California and Israel (Jirak and Cotton 2006). Model simulations agreed with the 

observation, showing the reduction of orographic precipitation with increased CCN 

concentration was a result of decreased drop size and riming efficiency (Borys et al. 

2003; Saleeby et al. 2009). However, some studies pointed out the decreased riming 

efficiency and surface precipitation might be buffered in colder clouds, where ice 

crystals that grow though Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process played a more 

important role in precipitation formation (Xiao at al. 2015; Fan et al. 2017). Lynn et al. 

(2007) also pointed out that relative humidity and vertical velocity were able to affect 

the aerosol-orographic cloud interaction. Creamean et al. (2013) studied the role of IN 

in orographic precipitation over Sierra Nevada in California, and concluded that the 

increased precipitation was due to more “seeder” ice crystals formed with IN 

heterogeneously in the “seeder” cloud and grew into large particles in the “feeder” 

cloud below. However, both modeling and observational studies of IN effect are still 

limited. It is also worth pointed out that previous studies mainly focused on mountain 

regions with 3 km altitude (e.g. Sierra Nevada, the Rocky mountains, Park Range, 

etc.), where the forced lifting by the mountain plays an important role in cloud and 

precipitation formation. However, for the area of our interest, New York State, the 

highest elevation is the Adirondack mountain of about 1600 m, with complicated 

structures of hills, valleys and lakes.  

In recent years, a Spectral Bin Microphysics (SBM) model coupled with the Weather 

Research and Forecasting (WRF) model has been employed to study the microphysics 

processes of various weather systems, from mid-latitude synoptic precipitation events 

(Fan et al. 2012a) to tropical deep convection (Gibbons et al. 2018). The original 

SBM model developed by Khain et al. (2004) solves a set of kinetic equations for the 

size distribution functions of 7 hydrometeor types: water droplets, ice crystals (plate, 

column, and dendrite), aggregates, graupel, and frozen drops/hail, as well as cloud 

condensation nuclei (CCN). Each size distribution includes 33 bins, where the mass of 

a particle in each bin is twice of that in the preceding bin. The fast-SBM model used 

in this study is modified so that the size bins are considered only for four types: water 

droplets, low density ice (ice crystals and aggregates), high density ice (graupel and 

hail), and CCN to reduce the computational costs (Khain et al. 2009). Furthermore, 

the ice nuclei (IN) number concentration is taken into consideration and directly 

linked to heterogeneous freezing (Fan et al. 2014; Gibbons et al. 2018), including 

deposition freezing, contact freezing and immersion freezing. The later modification 

provides a more accurate description especially for mixed-phase clouds. Previous 

model simulation from Fan et al. (2014) showed that the WRF-SBM model had good 

comparison with standard ground measurements such as surface precipitation as well 
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as microphysical measurements of cloud droplet and ice number concentration. The 

detailed particle formation and growth in the SBM model promotes our understanding 

of the microphysical processes and their influence on the microphysical-dynamical 

interaction over complex terrain.  

In this paper, WRF-SBM model is used to study a lake effect event over Lake Ontario, 

focusing on the microphysical perspective in the cloud and precipitation formation 

processes, and its interaction with thermodynamics environments under the unique 

topography of New York State. Detailed experiment design is presented in section II. 

Simulation results are analyzed in section III. Finally, summary and conclusions are 

made in section IV.  

 

2. Experiment design  

 

In this study, the WRF-SBM simulations were conducted for a winter storm event, 

spanning from 1200UTC January 5th, 2014 to 0000UTC January 8th, 60 hours in 

total. Three one-way nested domains centered in the Lake Ontario and Tug Hill were 

used in the simulation (see Fig. 1 for the location and topography of the domains). 

The horizontal resolutions were 27 km, 9 km, and 3 km and the grid points were 

150×150, 90×90, and 89×89 respectively. 56 vertical levels were from 92 m to 12300 

m above sea level and the intervals were increasing with height. Initial and boundary 

conditions for the first domain were provided by the 6-hourly National Centers for 

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) global final analysis dataset with 1°×1° resolution, 

and the initial conditions for the two inner domains were interpolated from the first 

domain. The SBM scheme was employed for the third domain only because it was not 

designed for coarse resolution. Instead, Morrison microphysics scheme (Thompson et 

al., 2008) was used for the domain 1 and domain 2. Other parameterizations were 

listed in table 1.  

Three “Lake Cases” were conducted to test the aerosol effect in the event. In the 

Control Case, CCN and IN were set to a relatively low value to better represent the 

pristine environment of NYS in the winter time. The initial number concentration of 

CCN was set to 300 cm
-3

 and decreased exponentially with height at above 2 km 

altitude. The initial number concentration of IN was set to 10 L
-1

 and evenly 

distributed in the vertical direction. In the IN Case, a extra layer with doubled IN 

concentration was set between 1 km and 2 km to directly interact with the lake effect 

cloud band, while the CCN number concentration remained unchanged. The CCN 

Case tripled the CCN number concentration to represent a polluted atmosphere. The 

CCN and IN were advected by wind from boundaries after the simulation started to 

prevent dilution due to the inflow of “clean” air. 

For better understanding of the land surface influence in the winter storm event, a set 

of “Forest (No-Lake) Cases” were conducted in contrast with the Lake Cases. In the 

Forest Cases, the initial CCN and IN number concentration were identical to the 

corresponding Lake Cases. The only difference was that in the Forest Cases, the Lake 

Ontario and the upstream Lake Erie were replaced with deciduous forest, the 

dominant land cover type in the surrounding area.  
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3. Results 

 

3.1. Event overview 

 

This study focused on a three-day precipitation event from January 6
th

 to January 8
th

, 

2014 over the domain of interest. The precipitation event could be divided into two 

events, where the first part was a frontal system (“synoptic event”) on the 6
th

 that 

brought an average of 20 mm liquid precipitation over the whole domain. The second 

part started from the late hours of the 6
th

; with the decreased surface temperature and 

the dominant wind shifting from south-westerly to westerly, precursors of weak lake 

effect cloud bands began to develop, then merged into one strong cloud band and 

brought snowfall mainly to the Tug Hill region on the 7
th

 (“lake effect event”). 

To assess the model performance on surface precipitation rate, University of 

Wyoming North Redfield Hotplate Processed and Time Series Data (Wettlaufer & 

Snider, 2015) was used. Fig. 2 showed the comparison between hotplate measurement 

with three WRF-SBM cases of the hourly precipitation rate at North redfield 

(43.62 °E, 75.87 °W). The model simulation produced the peak at around 12 UTC, 

Jan 6
th

 with reasonably well rain rate estimation, though the timing is about 4 hours 

off. Comparison of radar reflectivity showed that model reproduced the cloud 

structure well, however, the simulated cloud is about 1 ° east to the NEXRAD 

measurement. The simulated lake effect event precipitation was close to the 

measurement, and successfully captured the increasing rain rate during the 

development of the cloud band in the nighttime, as well as the weakening of cloud 

band and precipitation intensity after the sunrise. It was also noticeable that though 

extra IN and CCN led to some difference in precipitation amount over North Redfield 

site, the difference almost disappeared after enlarging the averaging area to the whole 

domain.  

The radar reflectivity simulator is a useful tool to evaluate model performance and is 

able to reduce the gap between microphysics properties in the model and standard 

measurements. To compare with the radar measurements, in SBM model, radar 

reflectivity is calculated directly based on the simulated ice, liquid and graupel 

particle size distribution (Gibbons et al. 2018). Using the spherical particle 

approximations of the Rayleigh scattering equations suggested by Ryzhkov et al. 

(2011), reflectivity is calculated for each mass bin and then summed over the entire 

size spectrum for each hydrometeor species, then combined to obtain the total 

reflectivity. For the lake effect event, model reflectivity simulation was compared 

with the in-cloud measurement by the airborne W-band Wyoming Cloud Radar 

(WCR) (University of Wyoming - Flight Center, 1995). Figure 3 showed the 

meridionally placed cross-cloud band measurement and simulation at 13:45 to 15:00 

UTC, Jan 7
th

, with the slices moving eastwards from over the lake to over the land. 

The simulated reflectivity showed good comparison with radar measurements in terms 

of pattern and intensity, as well as provided a perk at the macro- and micro- physical 

properties of the cloud band. Near the start of the cloud band (Fig. 3a), the cloud band 

was low and narrow. As the cloud moved towards the land, it developed into a wider 

and deeper band with more significant convective cores (Figs. 3b, c). After the cloud 

band landed (Figs. 3d, e), its reflectivity achieved maximum, and the high reflectivity 

zone spread out and reached down to the ground. Additionally, microphysics data at 

flight level was collected by 2D-P PMS probes. Observation and control case 

http://flights.uwyo.edu/projects/owles13/restricted/kadata/
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simulated PSD were averaged along the flight track at two time periods: 13:15 UTC 

to 16:45 UTC (Fig. 4a) and 19:15 UTC to 23:00 UTC (Fig. 4b) on January 7
th

. Model 

showed good comparison with observation for precipitation sized particles, and an 

underestimation for smaller particles.  

 

3.2. Microphysics processes in the synoptic event 

 

For the synoptic event, the surface temperature was at about 0 °C, and the majority of 

surface precipitation was in the liquid form. Most ice and snow particles had an 

equivalent radius (the radius of a liquid drop of the same mass) of 80~3200 μm and 

distributed from the surface to about 8 km, which was the -37 °C level. Liquid 

particles mainly accumulated at the lowest 2 km and had two major modes of about 

10 μm and 500 μm (Fig. 5a), corresponding to cloud droplets and precipitable rain 

drops. Under the relatively warm environment, most frozen hydrometers was in the 

form of snow, with radius over 100 μm. Those snow particles mainly formed via 

heterogeneous freezing, and larger particles tended to accumulate at lower altitude 

(Fig. 5d).  

Extra IN led to large increase in the number of ice and snow particles with radius less 

than 100 μm at lowest 4 km, by enhancing heterogeneous freezing and the WBF 

process (Fig. 5e). Under the effect of IN, more small liquid droplets were frozen by 

immersion and contact freezing or evaporated (Fig. 5b). The decrease in liquid 

droplets further resulted in a decrease in rimming efficiency. As a result of less 

efficient collection growth of liquid drop, concentration of large droplets with radius 

of several thousand micron decreased (Fig. 5b), and therefore a total decrease in 

liquid mixing ratio. The overall effect of IN to the cloud was that the glaciation level 

of the cloud descended about 2 km (Fig. 6c), agreeing well with previous studies. 

Extra CCN resulted in an increase of total liquid content at almost all vertical levels 

(Fig. 6b, e), with a higher cloud droplet (with radius less than 10 μm) as well as a 

lower drizzle (with radius less than 100 μm) number and mixing ratio (Fig. 5c). The 

increased cloud water content resulted in increased rimming rate, whereas the 

decrease in size resulted in slower sedimentation of liquid particles. For the more 

numerous cloud droplets, some of them were transported to about 7 km altitude, and a 

fraction of which, with the temperature that was cold enough, formed small ice 

crystals by homogeneous freezing (Fig. 5f). Notice that at lowest 2 km, extra CCN 

resulted in a small increase of ice mixing ratio (mainly in the form of snow particles) 

as well as a shift from positive (increase) to negative (decrease) in liquid mixing ratio 

(Fig. 6d, e). This indicated that a transform occured, where cloud droplets reacted 

with liquid particles and contributed to liquid content (at 1~2 km altitude), to where 

more cloud droplets suspended in the atmosphere and eventually reacted with IN to 

form ice crystals or rimmed onto snow particles at lowest 1 km (Fig. 6f). Overall, 

compared with the IN Case, increased CCN number left weaker impact on the cloud 

structure and hydrometers. 

 

3.3. Microphysics processes in the lake effect event 
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Slices in Fig. 7 were made along the lake effect cloud band to zoom in the 

microphysical processes. One difference from the synoptic event was that though the 

lake remained ice-free and its surface temperature was above the freezing point, the 

temperature of air and surrounding land largely decreased. All precipitation was in the 

form of snow. The -37 °C level dropped to 3 km, and homogeneous freezing became 

one of the major processes in the cloud and precipitation formation. For the lake 

effect cloud band to form, firstly, cloud droplets and snow particles began to form 

over the lake (Fig. 7a, g). At the beginning of the cloud formation, the vertical motion 

was weak (less than 0.1 m/s). Particles suspend at lowest 2 km over the lake, and 

spanned over a wide range in the horizontal direction in the form of three individual 

bands (Fig. 9a). Particles began to coalescence and grow via rimming (between small 

cloud droplets and ice-phase particles) and collection (between ice-phase particles) 

(Fig. 8a, d). During the growing process, latent heat was released, which supported 

the vertical motion to over 1 m/s and to a greater vertical extent (as shown in the 

contours in Fig 7, 8). More cloud droplets formed, hence the higher rimming rate. As 

a result, snow particles kept growing in number and size, bringing relatively small 

amount of precipitation directly over the lake (Fig. 7g, Fig. 8d). Due to the large 

quantity of cloud droplets (> 50 cm
-3

), a large number of them did not rimmed onto 

snow particles, but turned into small ice crystals after encountering the updraft (over 2 

m/s) at 76.2 °W to 76 °W (which was where the lake-land boundary located) and was 

blown over the -37 °C level, accumulating over the Tug Hill (Fig. 7d). Strong 

convergence could be observed at lowest 1 km as well as divergence at cloud top, 

over the -37 °C level. Three weak, shallow bands from the beginning merged into one 

band in a tall and slender shape with the snow mixing ratio almost doubled, and a 

weaker band by its side (Fig. 9d). Over the land (east to the 76 °W), ice crystals grew 

into snow particles by coalescence at the -37 °C level, then began to sediment down 

and kept growing by rimming between 1~3 km, where ice crystals and cloud droplets 

were abundant, contributing to the precipitation enhancement over the Tug Hill. 

However, when the cloud band moved further in to the land at 75.5 °W, the cloud 

band became weaker due to the lack of the support from the land. Particle growth and 

associated latent heat release were not as strong, which combined with the downdraft 

associated with the downwind side of the Tug Hill, resulting in the lake band 

beginning to collapse into a wider shape (Fig. 9g).  

Though previous studies (e.g. Fan et al., 2017) pointed out that rimming was of minor 

importance in winter orographic precipitation events, the unique environment in lake 

effect events, with the warm lake surface, the sharp vertical temperature gradient, and 

sufficient vapor supply, large amount of cloud droplets were able to form, (in this case, 

even higher than the warmer synoptic event) and were substantial to the whole lake 

effect event. It is noticeable that the rain drop number concentration and mixing ratio 

were both very low in this environment, indicating cloud droplets which did not 

evaporate either frozen into ice crystals or were collected by ice and snow particles. 

The presence of graupels and hails were negligible either, due to the lack of large rain 

drops. 

The major difference in IN Case was that most snow particles formed as a result of ice 

collection growth, both directly over the lake and collocated with the ice over the Tug 

Hill (Fig. 7k, Fig. 8b). With extra IN, a large amount of water vapor from the lake 

encountered IN and nucleated into ice crystals directly, resulting in much fewer cloud 

droplets over the lake and accumulated over the land (Fig. 7b). Due to higher snow 

particle formation and growth by collection (Fig. 8b) directly over the lake and land, 
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stronger latent heat release enhanced the convection (Fig. 15c), and the ice collection 

efficiency had increased accordingly. The resulted increase of snow particle will in 

return enhance the latent heat release, the updraft intensity, the collection efficiency 

and therefore precipitation formation rate. The produced snow particles were about 

half the size of that in the Control Case (Fig. 8k), but were sufficient to fell out of the 

cloud. On the other hand, there was still water vapor transported into the updraft zone 

at 76 °W, formed cloud droplets and later frozen into ice. The ice mixing ratio and 

number concentration over Tug Hill were only slightly lower than those in the Control 

Case (Fig. 7b, e). The processes over the lake-land boundary could be observed in Fig. 

10e, where the ‘anvil’ into the smaller size bins were narrower and the number of 

large particles was less than other two cases. Though rimming barely happened over 

the lake due to low cloud droplet concentration, and was much lower within the 

updraft zone compared to the Control Case (Fig. 7h), it contributed to the 

precipitation enhancement over Tug Hill. Adding in extra IN not only changed the 

microphysical processes, but also the thermodynamic structure of the cloud band. At 

the early stage at 77 °W, cloud bands in the IN Case had stronger vertical motion and 

higher snow mixing ratio, especially for the two bands to the North. The effect could 

be observed in Fig. 10b, where the snow number in the IN Case had increases in both 

at near surface for particles about 100 μm in radius, as well as smaller particles at 

higher altitude (about 3 km, associated with a higher cloud top). At the region where 

the upward motion developed to its strongest stage at 76 °W, cloud band showed a 

stronger vertical motion and circulation, which in turn ‘squeezed’ the cloud bands 

together into a single band with again higher cloud top and snow mixing ratio (Fig. 

10b). The enhancement of vertical motion further extended into in-land region.  

On the other hand, the macro- and microphysical processes in CCN Case was similar 

to the Control Case. Extra CCN resulted in the formation of more numerous and 

smaller cloud droplets and ice crystals, as well as higher cloud droplet and ice crystal 

mixing ratio (Fig. 7c, f). The decreased size slowed down the rimming rate, which 

offset the increased collision rate between ice particles with higher particle number 

concentration (Fig. 8c, f), resulting in a similar growth rate to the Control Case over 

Tug Hill above -37 °C level. The combined result was a similar snow number 

concentration, mixing ratio and therefore precipitation with the Control Case. The 

snow effective radius also showed that the CCN did not strongly affect the snow size 

and vertical distribution (Fig. 7i, l, Fig. 8f).  

From the perspective of domain averaged particle size distribution (PSD), similar to 

the synoptic event, the snow particles outnumbered ice crystals. Liquid PSD had same 

two modes at 10 μm and 500 μm, while the value for larger rain drops were much 

lower. The system and its reaction to extra IN and CCN were similar to the synoptic 

event as well despite the large difference in thermodynamic environment, though the 

majority of hydrometers were located at below 4 km (Fig. 11a, d), corresponding to 

the cloud height. Extra IN resulted in an increase of small ice crystals with equivalent 

radius smaller than about 100 μm at about 2 km, and a decrease of larger ice particles 

as well as a overall decrease in liquid particles of all size (Fig. 11b, e). The results 

agreed well with the slices shown previously, with increased small snow particles 

directly over the lake, decreased ice crystal number at 4 km, and overall decrease of 

larger snow particles at all heights. Extra CCN resulted in increased small droplets at 

2 km within the cloud band over the lake, which then homogeneously frozen into 

small ice crystals at higher altitude (Fig. 11c). The drizzle (with 10~100 μm radius) 

number decreased accordingly.  
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A set of sensitivity studies (“Forest (No-Lake) Cases”) where Lake Ontario and Lake 

Erie were replaced by forest was done to test the impact of the lakes on the 

thermodynamic structure and cloud band formation. During the synoptic event, 

similar responses were given to extra IN and CCN compared to the Lake Cases. 

However, for the lake effect event, replacing the lakes with forest led to a 10 K 

temperature decrease and much less vapor evaporated from the surface. To the south 

of the Lake Ontario, the 950 hPa wind field was barely affected by the presence of the 

lake. Convergence and divergence zone associated with the terrain around the Finger 

Lakes existed, the strength of which depended on the wind speed. Though no cloud 

formed due to the lack of water vapor. The wind field to the North of the Lake 

Ontario, on the other hand, had a southern orientation compared with the Forest cases, 

contributing to the strong convergence as part of the lake effect cloud band circulation. 

From the microphysics perspective, much lower liquid and ice concentration of all 

sizes were found in the Forest Cases (Fig. 12a, d), where small liquid particles were 

able to form directly with CCN but hard to grow due to low vapor pressure (Fig. 12d). 

The decrease in the ice number concentration was not as large as the liquid droplets, 

because ice requires lower vapor pressure to form and grow and deposition freezing 

was able to play a more important role in the Forest Cases. The lower liquid particle 

number did affect the homogeneous freezing rate and heterogeneous freezing where 

liquid particles participate (contact and immersion freezing). Apart from ice and snow 

formation, the lower liquid particle number limited the ability of ice particles to grow 

by rimming. As a result, the number of snow with equivalent radius over 500 μm and 

located higher than 2 km had largely decreased. 

For both Lake and Forest Cases, extra IN resulted in decreased liquid number. The 

decrease was smaller in the Forest Cases because the liquid number was already very 

low especially for droplets that had larger size and located at higher altitude, and the 

rimming growth of particles was inefficient. Extra IN enhanced heterogeneous 

freezing to form more smaller particles with radius smaller than 100 μm, as well as 

suppressed homogeneous freezing at higher altitude. Extra CCN resulted in more 

small drops, less drizzles for the Lake Cases, and overall increase of liquid number 

due to little competition in the Forest Cases. Little change happened in the ice number 

of all sizes because the liquid number was still too low and the system was dominated 

by heterogeneous freezing in the Forest Cases.  

 

3.4. Precipitation phase and partition 

 

For the synoptic event, total accumulated precipitation in liquid and solid form were 

separated and the difference between IN, CCN and Control Case were presented in 

Fig. 13. As a result of increased IN number concentration, a shift of liquid particles to 

frozen hydrometers happened within the cloud, and the direct result was a domain-

averaged 1% decrease of liquid precipitation (Fig. 13b). For the first precipitation 

peak that brought precipitation under the southerly wind, increased IN led to the 

formation of more numerous but smaller ice and snow particles that were hard to 

sediment and form precipitation, leading to decreased snowfall to the north of the 

Lake Ontario (Fig. 13e). This was because that in this precipitation process, the 

atmosphere was relatively warm with 0 °C level located at 2.5 km, and liquid 

dominated over ice. Snow mainly stayed aloft above 2 km, and liquid particle 

collective growth was the most important pathway in precipitation formation. A 
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zoom-in at lowest 2 km showed that extra IN largely affected the cloud mixing ratio 

and rimming rate (Fig. 14a, c), therefore snow particles had lower mixing ratio and 

smaller effective radius than those in the Control Case and CCN Case (Fig. 14d, e). 

However, for the second peak, the dominant wind shifted to southwesterly, and the 

atmosphere temperature decreased by 10 K (though the shape of the temperature 

profile had little change). Snowfall became the major type of precipitation, with few 

rain drops formed by near-surface melting. Cloud droplet concentration and mixing 

ratio were lower than the first precipitation peak, and mainly accumulated at lowest 1 

km. Ice collection became the major growth method. Increased ice number in the IN 

Case largely increased the growth rate, and resulted in more precipitation in the 

Northeast corner.  

Extra CCN suppressed domain-averaged liquid precipitation by 1.4%. It is noticeable 

that snow water equivalent (SWE) increased 4% with increased CCN number. Form a 

closer look at the snowing region, it is noticeable that in the near surface area, the 

extra CCN resulted in largely increased cloud droplet mixing ratio with a slightly 

lower cloud droplet effect radius of about 1 um (Fig. 14a, b), so the rimming 

efficiency of a single cloud droplet will not be strongly affected. The total rimmed 

mass flux largely increased, and the enhanced rimming process resulted in a  higher 

snow number concentration, mixing ratio and effective radius (Fig. 14d, e, f), and 

increased snowfall.  

For the lake effect event, similar to the synoptic event, extra CCN resulted in a 

slightly increased SWE. Extra IN resulted in lower cloud droplet concentration; 

rimming barely happened over the lake, and snowfall over the lake was much lower 

(Fig. 15e). Notice that relation could be found between the latent release and surface 

precipitation. As stated earlier, in the IN Case, higher ice and snow particle formation 

and growth resulted in higher latent heat release (shown in the form of positive 

temperature change in Fig. 15b) over both lake and land. More particles suspended in 

the air and advected over the land, contributing to the enhancement over Tug Hill. 

The decrease in temperature, associated with the evaporation of snow particles, was 

lower than the Control Case, corresponding well with the decrease in accumulated 

precipitation (Fig. 15c, f). Fig. 15c also showed a shift in the height of positive to 

negative temperature change boundary (i.e. cloud base), indicating extra IN resulted 

in a higher cloud base. From the snowing rate perspective (Fig. 16), the cloud band 

shifted north and south frequently before it became relatively stationary at 08 UTC, 

resulted in large change in precipitation rate. Before sunrise at 12 UTC, high 

temperature contrast between warm lake surface and cold air resulted in strong 

updraft, and the enhancement due to microphysical process such as heterogeneous ice 

formation was relatively less important. In Control Case and CCN Case,  the cloud 

water content was higher and rimming was sufficient, and the precipitation rates were 

higher. However, after sunrise, the surrounding land and air above the lake began to 

warm up, the temperature contrast became smaller and the microphysical invigoration 

of vertical motion started to play a more important role in precipitation formation. 

Precipitation rate in the IN Case became higher than the other two cases. 

 

4. Conclusion  
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A two-day precipitation event occurred from January 5
th

 to January 8
th

, 2014 over 

New York State. It can be divided into a synoptic event where a front system passed 

by and brought 20 mm precipitation mainly in the liquid form, and a lake effect event 

over Lake Ontario which brought snow over the downwind Tug Hill. This two-day 

event was simulated using WRF model coupled with a Spectral Bin Microphysical 

(SBM) scheme, which utilizes mass bins to track particle size rather than simple 

prognostic size distribution. Further modifications on the SBM scheme directly linked 

CCN (IN) number with droplet formation (ice heterogeneous freezing), providing a 

more realistic representation of cloud microphysical processes especially for mixed-

phase clouds.   

Previous studies of aerosol effect on orographic clouds mainly focused on mountains 

with about 3 km elevation, where the mountain acted as a strong dynamic forcing to 

the cloud and precipitation formation, and involved the seeder-feeder effect that 

generally occur over high mountains (e.g. Jirak and Cotton 2006; Borys et al. 2003; 

Saleeby et al. 2009; Xiao at al. 2015, Fan et al. 2017). Whereas this study mainly 

focused on NYS where the highest mountain is only about 1.5 km, and the lake effect 

snow, whose occurrence strongly depends on the terrain. Three sensitivity studies 

(‘Lake Cases’) were designed including a Control Case with low concentration 

background aerosol, a IN Case with increased IN number, and CCN Case with 

increased CCN. Model simulation showed good comparison with reanalysis surface 

precipitation and NEXRAD reflectivity in both pattern and intensity.  

For the synoptic event, the partition between ice and liquid, both within the cloud and 

for surface precipitation, was strongly affected by adding extra IN and CCN to the 

environment. The synoptic event happened under a relatively warm condition, where 

the majority of the clouds had ice crystals coexisting with supercooled liquid droplets. 

With extra IN, ice formation was enhanced via deposition, contact and immersion 

freezing, producing large number of small ice crystals at lower altitude. The 

competition over available vapor between liquid and frozen hydrometers as well as 

IN-mediated freezing of liquid droplets resulted in lower liquid particle number 

concentration and mixing ratio, as well as increased ice partition within the cloud. The 

decreased liquid content within the cloud, especially at lower altitude, resulted in 

decreased surface precipitation in the form of rain. Less liquid droplets also resulted 

in lower rimming rate, slower snow growth and therefore lower snowfall in the IN 

Case under a warm, liquid-dominant environment. Though when the environment is 

cold enough, collective growth between ice and snow particles might counteract the 

decreased rimming rate, resulting in an unchanging or even higher snowfall. On the 

other hand, extra CCN resulted in more numerous but smaller droplets, some of which 

were transported upwards and frozen homogeneously at cloud top. Redistribution of 

vapor over increased CCN concentration suppressed drizzle formation and therefore 

surface rainfall. Due to the suppressed large drop formation, more cloud droplets were 

able to suspend in the air and reacted with snow particles. As a result, simulated 

surface snowfall was highest in the CCN Case. 

For the lake effect event, one major difference from the synoptic event is that the 

environment temperature dropped; homogeneous freezing of cloud droplets became 

the major source for ice formation, and all precipitation was in the form of snow. 

Rain-sized drops barely formed, though the cloud was still in mixed phase and smaller 

cloud droplets played an important role in cloud initiation and precipitation formation, 

especially via rimming process. For the lake effect event in this study, supercool 
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cloud droplets and snow particles formed over the lake, then horizontally advected 

towards the land, during which the particles kept growing and brought small amount 

precipitation over the lake. Along with snow particles, remaining droplets 

encountered the lake breeze front previously pointed out by Campbell and Steenburgh 

(2017), and were blew to over 3 km to be frozen into ice crystals. The ice crystals 

grew into snow particles by rimming and coalescence, and eventually large enough to 

sediment down, snow particles further increase in size by rimming with cloud droplets, 

contributing to the precipitation enhancement over the Tug Hill.  

IN and CCN effect were closely examined to study the aerosol-cloud interaction 

under the complex terrain in lake effect events. It was found that with extra IN, a part 

of vapor and cloud droplets from the lake directly deposited onto or reacted with IN to 

form ice crystals, resulted in lower cloud droplet number and mixing ratio over the 

lake. The more active ice formation and collection over the lake led to higher latent 

heat release that would enhance the convective updraft, resulting in less precipitation 

over the lake and stronger advection of hydrometers eastwards and upwards. The 

stronger updraft and associated circulation resulted in a higher cloud top and snow 

mixing ratio. The decrease of cloud droplet number did affect the rimming rate, and 

resulted in smaller snow effective radius, though ice collection rate increased due to 

higher number of ice crystals. As a result, the precipitation in the IN Case was lower 

over the lake and higher over the Tug Hill. In the CCN Case, larger number of cloud 

droplets turned into higher number of ice crystals over land by homogeneous freezing, 

and eventually higher collection growth rate. On the other hand, the decreased droplet 

size lowered the rimming efficiency. The combined result was a similar microphysical 

properties and surface precipitation rate and accumulation, to the Control Case.  

Lake Ontario and Lake Erie were replaced by forest in the No-Lake (Forest) Cases to 

better understand how lakes interact with the thermodynamic environment and cloud 

processes. During the synoptic event, the lake Cases and No-Lake Cases gave similar 

response to extra IN and CCN, indicating that the land surface had small impact on 

the synoptic event in this study. However, for the lake effect event, the atmosphere 

became dryer, colder and more stable. Removal of the lake not only affected the cloud 

formation due to lake of vapor and heat, but also changes in the wind field. Adding 

extra IN resulted in decreased liquid number that was already very low, and higher ice 

number for lower altitude due to more active heterogeneous freezing. Extra CCN 

resulted in overall increase of liquid number and little change in ice spectrum.  
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Table 1: Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model parameterizations 

  

Parameterization Option 

LW Radiation RRTMG (Stamnes et al., 1988) 

SW Radiation RRTMG(Stamnes et al., 1988) 

PBL MYNN (Nakanishi and Niino, 2006) 

Cumulus  (Domain 1) Kain–Fritsch (Kain, 2004) 

Land surface RUC LSM (Smirnova et al., 1997) 
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Figure 1. Model domains and terrain 
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Figure 2. comparison of surface precipitation rate over North redfield (43.62E, 

75.87W) between three Cases and hotplate observation 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3. comparison of Wyoming cloud radar (WCR) measured (upper row) and 

WRF simulated (lower row) reflectivity 13:45 to 15:00 UTC, Jan 7
th

. 5 slices of cross-

lake band measurement at (a to e) 76.8
ᵒ
W, 76.5

ᵒ
W, 76.3

ᵒ
W, 76

ᵒ
W and 75.8

ᵒ
W. All 

slices were arranged from south to north. 
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Figure 4. air-borne 2D-P PMS probe measurement (blue lines) and model simulation 

(red lines) of particle size distribution, averaged along the flight track at two time 

periods: 13:15 UTC to 16:45 UTC (left panel) and 19:15 UTC to 23:00 UTC (right 

panel). Blue bar indicate the range of the measurement 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.  liquid and  ice particle size distribution as a function of (melted) particle 

radius and height, averaged over the whole domain over the synoptic event for 

Control Case (first column); and the difference between IN Case (second column), 

CCN Case (third column) and the Control Case 
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Figure 6. domain averaged ice (ice crystals and snow particles) mixing ratio, liquid 

(cloud droplets and rain drops) mixing ratio and ice partition in total hydrometer 

averaged over the synoptic event, and their difference (lower panel) 
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Figure 7. cloud, ice, snow mixing ratio and snow number concentration  along the 

lake effect cloud band. Black contour indicating -37
ᵒ
C level at 4 km, as well as 

vertical motion at 0.5 m/s (dot-dash), 1 m/s (dash) and 2 m/s (solid line).  Terrain is 

shaded grey. 
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Figure 8. ice collection rate, rimming rate and snow effective radius along the cloud 

band.  Black contour indicating -37 °C  level at 4 km, as well as vertical motion at 0.5 

m/s, 1 m/s and 2 m/s.  Terrain is shaded grey. 
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Figure 9. snow mixing ratio at three areas across the cloud band at 77 °W, 76 °W and 

75.5 °W, for three cases 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10. ice and snow particle size distribution (PSD) at the three areas same as 

figure 8 
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Figure 11. ice and liquid particle size distribution averaged over the whole domain 

over the lake effect event 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12. similar to fig.8, but for the  Forest (No-Lake) Cases 
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Figure 13. Surface accumulated rain (first row) and snow (second row) over domain 3 

in the synoptic event 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 14. near surface properties at snowing area for the first precipitation peak 
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Figure 15. (first row) temperature change due to latent heat release, averaged over the lake 

effect event (7
th
 90UTC to 8

th
 00UTC, starting after the lake band became more stable), and 

(second row) snow water equivalent accumulated over the lake effect event 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 16. rain rate averaged over the Tug Hill  (7

th
 00UTC to 8

th
 00UTC) 


